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Episode 3: You will survive this: a conversation with Rene Ricard
My conversations with Rene were many, but this conversation, from early 2013, was the only one
we agreed to record for this show focusing on his poetry, paintings, and life at the Chelsea Hotel
under new ownership.

2016

Episode 2: The Studio: Part I
This episode’s conversation focuses the artist’s studio and process of creation with the
New York City based artists Pablo Jansana and Alberto Borea.

2013

Episode 1: Creating Communities
This episode highlights an incredible story of collaboration between the well-known New
York City based visual artist Ray Smith and the artists and co-founders of MANA
Contemporary, Yigal Ozeri and Eugene Lemay.

These episodes are on iTUNES and SOUNDCLOUD:
iTUNES search: NYC Arts Radio or Allison Malinsky or link below
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/nyc-arts-radio/id722357952?mt=2&ign-mpt=uo%3D4
SOUNDCLOUD https://soundcloud.com/nycartsradio
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Rene Ricard
Rita Barros
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Yigal Ozeri
Eugene Lemay
Ray Smith
Alberto Borea
Pablo Jansana, Kandor 13
Ernesto Burgos
Oasa DuVerney
Rafael Vargas-Suarez
Adam Parker Smith
Javier Perez
Andrew Freiser
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Peter Lawrence
Stephen Rafael &
Ellen Marks
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(full transcripts on www.nycartsradio.com)
poet and visual artist (Episode 3)
visual artist, photography and video
multidisciplinary visual artist (transcript in process)
Co-Founder MANA Contemporary, visual artist, painter (Episode 1)
Co-Founder MANA Contemporary, visual artist (Episode 1)
visual artist, painter and sculptor (Episode 1)
multidisciplinary visual artist (Episode 2)
visual artist, painter (Episode 2)
multidisciplinary visual artist
multidisciplinary visual artist (transcript in process)
visual artist, painter
multidisciplinary visual artist (transcript in process)
multidisciplinary visual artist interview onstage at public presentation
in Barcelona (transcript in process)
Fredericks and Freiser Gallery
Broadway 1602 Gallery
Hotelier of Wythe Hotel in Williamsburg
Manhattan and Brooklyn Real-Estate Attorneys
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COLLABORATION
2015 – Curr. Kandor 13

www.kandor13.com

K13 is a dynamic playground based in New York created in 2013 by artists Pablo Jansana and
Félix Lazo, later joined by experience designer Lucía Cozzi. Dedicated to the exploration of
diverse practices, K13 encourages critical engagement and innovative approaches by providing a
creative platform for cross-disciplinary collaboration between artists, curators and critics. On the
lookout for vigorous exchange between disciplines and backgrounds through our members from
Berlin, London, Oslo, New York, Mexico, Bogota, and Barcelona.
PRESS
2016

Artishock, Revista de Arte Contemporaneo:
Kandor 13, Un Nuevo Espacio en Nueva York Dirigido por Pablo Jansana,
Félix Lazo y Lucía Cozzi por Alejandra Villasmil, Feb. 3, 2016. Online.
http://www.artishock.cl/2016/02/03/kandor13-un-nuevo-espacio-en-ny/

WORDPRESS
2015 – Curr.

Writing and visual art by Allison Malinsky
https://nycartsradio.wordpress.com

FACEBOOK PAGE
2013 – Curr.
https://www.facebook.com/NYCArtsRadio

ABOUT NYC ARTS RADIO
Each episode of NYC Arts Radio investigates artists’ relationship to one topic through its many
facets. With each episode listeners, both artists and layman alike, gain a sense of the far reaching
entirety of art and its many dimensions in NYC and beyond.
Separate interviews are held with individual artists, and people beyond the limits of the art
world, on the same topic. Later, corresponding interviews are strung together to make one episode or
multi-part episodes.
Unlike typical artist interviews, NYC Arts Radio episodes are not solely focused on specific art
projects, exhibitions, or finished products. On NYC Arts Radio each exchange with an artist is meant
to extract a deeper explanation of their practice and the relevant topic. The role of accompanying, or
multi-layered, interviews is to enlighten varying relationships to that art topic, and to further express
facts or opinions. All interviews are mixed with narration, by host Allison Malinsky Vilalta, into tightly
edited tracks with sounds and music by sound designer, John Wiggins.
The goal of NYC Arts Radio is to construct each episode so the audience feels, through
transmission, that they are experiencing a collective artistic way of being, and therefore a relation to
what it is like to be a visual artist.
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